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Natural Gas Safety:

Your role as an ENSTAR Natural Gas Customer
Customer-Owned Pipelines
ENSTAR owns and maintains the gas piping up to and including the meter. You, as the customer, own and are responsible
for maintaining any piping beyond the meter. Examples include
piping to mobile homes, greenhouses, detached garages, or any
other structures that are connected to natural gas. Regularly
inspect your piping for leaks and corrosion. If you find a leak or
damage to the pipe, have it repaired immediately. If buried pipe
is not maintained, it becomes vulnerable to the potential hazards
of corrosion and leakage. When digging near underground gas
piping, you must locate the pipe first by calling 811. Private
contractors can assist you in locating, inspecting, and repairing
your customer-owned piping.
Service Lines
A service line runs from the street, through your property, to the meter
on your house. You should never build home additions, decks, garages
or anything else over any service line. Be aware of where the line is in
your yard so you can avoid this situation. If the service line is in conflict
with a permanent structure, contact our Marketing Department to have
it moved.
Gas Meters
ENSTAR should always have access to the meter and its shut-off valve
to perform required maintenance and for emergencies, such as an
earthquake or house fire. Like service lines, gas meters should not be
covered or in an enclosed space. Meters must not be located in a
garage, under a deck, or enclosed in any kind of construction that make
it inaccessible. These enclosed spaces can cause natural gas to pool,
creating a potentially dangerous situation. Avoid stacking any type of
material, including firewood, around the meter. If the meter is in an area
that is vulnerable to damage from traffic, protective bollards or posts
are required. For mor information on how to protect your meter, contact
our Marketing Department

Contacting
ENSTAR's
Marketing
Department

Anchorage: 907-334-7770
Kenai Peninsula: 907-262-9334
Mat-Su Valley: 907-352-7403
Email: marketing@enstarnaturalgas.com
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Always call 811 at least two days
before you dig to get free locates
of your underground utility lines.

If you ever suspect a natural gas
leak, clear the area immediately
and call ENSTAR at:

1-844-SMELL GAS
1-844-763-5542

1.
Call 811 for FREE
utility locates
Call at least two
days before you
want to start your
project. ENSTAR
will come out to your project
and locate any underground
pipelines that may run through
your project area.

fence, building a new addition to your home
and removing a stump all have in common?

A:They all require digging.

Before you start any project that requires
digging, be sure to follow these important and
potentially life-saving tips:

2.

Respect the tolerance zone
The "tolerance zone" is the two
feet on either side of the locate
marks.
Within the tolerance zone, only
remove the dirt with your hand
or gently with a shovel.
This reduces the chances of
accidentally hitting the gas line.

ENSTAR recently held the third annual kids' art contest
which focuses on educating people on the importance
of calling 811 before you dig. These are just a few of the
submissions we received. Our thanks to every kid who
helped make this year's contest a huge success!
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Q:What do planting a tree, installing a new
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